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Merry Holidays!
MONTHLY QUOTE: IF OPPORTUNITY DOESN'T
KNOCK, BUILD A DOOR - MILTON BERLE

We are at the end of the year, as 2020 closes, 2021 begins.
This brings about new opportunities for everyone. We hope
you had a wonderful winter break celebrating with loved
ones. Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
We have loads prepared for you this month: Saving the
Arctic, facts about Lebanon, our historical locationBaalbek Ruins, Albert Einstein as our scientist of the
month and our recommendations page with a book, TV
series and a film.
We hope you enjoyed the last issue, and are intrigued to
read this one!

Team:

In this issue: Valeria Fassone, Elizaveta Katiushina Lidia
Bulatova and Sofia Brunamonti Binello, we hope to expand
in

the

upcoming

year.

We

are

a

collaborative

determined team to bring you the best every month!
If interested in joining contact: vfassone@isgenoa.it

and

Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge
WRITTEN BY VALERIA FASSONE

The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge is located in the
northeast corner of Alaska in which species such as
caribou, polar bears, waterbirds, arctic foxes and more
reside in. It’s an area in which a large population of
wildlife relies on and is now in danger due to the
energy development industry, affecting not only the
wildlife but also the Gwich’in people and the global
climate.
Only

5%

of

Alaska’s

wild

coastal

plain

remains

protected from development, this specific area is now
in risk of drilling, potentially damaging the area forever.
Already being next to an area of 24 million acres of
energy development allows somewhat exposure to the
negative effects. Since December 2017 there has been
the risk of this area being sold to the highest bidder
due to the amendment of the 2017 Tax Bill, this
suggesting that the land will no longer remain as it is
now, potentially even by the end of this year, or early
2021.
Looking specifically into the vulnerability of polar bears
there are several problems which can arise for this
species. To begin with, they are already listed as a
threatened species under the U.S. endangered Species
Act, and recently their population has declined by 40%.
They reside in this area because they rely on the
coastal plain which enables them to make dens, give
birth and raise their cubs. Risk is increasingly present
during the winter season, this is because of the ground
being frozen and therefore able to support the 90,000pound trucks, this is the same time in which polar
bears hide in their underground dens, in the warmth
(especially for young cubs who need this warmth the
first three months of their lives). These machines are
used for oil and gas exploration, seismic surveying; this
is where they test for potential reservoirs of oil/gas by
sending high pressure vibrations into the ground.
Furthermore, there is also the risk of a large oil spill,
and if this drilling is permitted this risk increases to
75%. Direct contact with oil and polar bears prevents
their fur from protecting the body from the cold. there
is also the possibility of the consumption of oil or
chemicals through grooming or eating, both resulting in
deadly situations. Therefore this makes it clear that the
risks are small and severely impactful for the polar bear
population, similarly with other species in the area.

The arctic is an important carbon reserve, it locks
carbon underneath the frozen ground, drilling for oil
releases this carbon to the atmosphere, this increases
global warming, which once again increases the rate at
which the ice melts and hence the output of carbon,
this becoming a cycle at the cause of human actions. It
is currently warming at twice the global average and
has risen 6.5 degrees Fahrenheit (-14.2 degrees
Celsius) since 1949, the more the region warms the
more the seaside, snow and permafrost melt.
Described were some implications of what would
happen if this area is sold and used for the energy
development industry. Contribute by going to the link
provided, or spreading the information! Protect the
Arctic!
https://www.protectthearctic.org/take-action-toprotect-the-arctic-national-wildlife-refuge
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Lebanon: The Staple
Cuisine
WRITTEN BY VALERIA FASSONE

Lebanon is located on the eastern shore of the
Mediterranean

Sea,

it’s

a

narrow

strip

of

territory, and a small sovereign state. The capital
is Beirut, with many old human settlements
being found around the area.
Religion:
There

are

several

different

religions

within Lebanon due to having served as a
refuge

for

persecuted

Christian

and

Muslim groups since the 7th Century. The
dominating religions are:
Shi’i

Muslims

and

Sunni

Muslims,

compromise more than one fourth of
the population
Maronite, a Roman Catholic Eastern
rite group originating from Lebanon,
making up more than one fifth of the
population
Other christian communities including
Greek Orthodox and Greek Catholics
Language:
The official language of Lebanon is
Arabic, but other relevant languages
are: English, Armenian, French and
Kurdish. This is due to Lebanon being
part of different empires including the
Armenian and Arabic Empire.
English - prominently foreigners
Armenian - Had been part of the
Armenian Empire
French - Due to french mandate
which had occurred in the 20th
century where Lebanon was under
a French government for 25 years,
it still appears alongside Arabic on
government publications.
Kurdish - Minorities within the
nation
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Food:
The Lebanese cuisine is rich in flavor and
technique of the Levant. There is a great
usage of meat in the cuisine, usually
chicken and lamb with occasional usage
of beef and fish. There is also the
appreciation of whole grains, legumes
and fresh vegetables within several
recipes and dishes. Their usual eating
style is through the form of a Mezze in
which the meal is composed of a spread
of several small plates. Some popular
dishes and ingredients are:
Za’atar - Middle Eastern spice blend
prominently of ground za’atar, sesame
seeds, dried sumac and salt. It is used
as seasoning for meats, vegetables
and dips or as a garnish for cheese
and bread.
Tahini Paste - Made from sesame
seeds. It can be mixed with garlic and
olive oil to make a sauce. It can even
be added to sweet dishes to balance
flavor.
Falafel - Amongst the most common
street foods for the idle east. Made of
a deep fried mixture of chickpeas/fava
beans,
onions,
garlic,
spices,
coriander and cardamom.
Hummus - Dip for vegetables and
bread, which is made of mashed
chickpeas, lemon, and tahini.
Tabbouleh - Salad of finely chopped
herbs, tomatoes, green onions and
bulgur wheat, it's a staple of the
mezze
The Arts:
Lebanon’s music, painting, literature, theatre
and dance play an important part in the
cultural life for the whole of the Middle East.
One of the most important literary figures of
Lebanon is Gibran Khalil Gibran, he wrote
The Prophet an extended poem with a
mystical theme. Furthermore a more
contemporary writer is Amin Maalouf who’s
written works include The Rock of Tanios, the
First Century.
The national dance is called the Dabke, it is
performed at special occasions such as
weddings. Dancers are in rows with
interlocked arms performing a series of
synchronized steps and kicks to traditional
Arabic music.

Customs and Celebrations:
Eid al-Fitr:
Annually around August and September
(exact date determined by the Lunar
calendar), it marks the day in which the
holy month of Ramadan and the Islamic
fast come to an end. Here they exchange
gifts, food and go shopping for new
clothes.
Lebanese Independence Day:
November 22nd, marks the day in which
Lebanon was free of France in 1943.
There are military parades and locals
displaying the Lebanese flag outside their
homes.
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Baalbek Ruins
WRITTEN BY VALERIA FASSONE

The ancient Phoenicien city of Baalbek is in northern Beirut,
Lebanon, which was inhabited as early as 9000 B.C.E. Early
on, it was a temple dedicated to the Phoenician Astarte
(Goddess of fertility and war) and Baal (God of the sky).
The site was conquered by Alexander the Great and
renamed to Heliopolis (City of the Sun) in 334 B.C.E., though
later was colonized by Pompey the Great for the Romans
where it was brought up as a Christian sanctuary under the
influence of Constantine the Great. Under the reign of
Septimus Severus (Roman Emperor) the temple of Jupiter
Baal was built- the largest and most decorated religious
building in the history of the Roman Empire, the ruins can
still be seen today.
In 637 CE it was occupied by the Muslim Arabs where they
built a mosque and used it as a reinforced fortress. They
renamed it Al-Qalaa (the fortress), and they destroyed any
Christian additions to enforce Islamic ideas. After the
Byzantine short rule over the city it was passed onto the
Ottoman Empire, but here the city was mainly ignored and
left to ruins, followed by consecutive earthquakes until 1898
which severely damaged the area even further.
German Emperor Wilhelm II was the individual who started
to preserve the area; he sent a group of archaeologists to
take care and discover new areas, attempting to restore
Baalbek.
The Architecture:
The cornerstones found in the ruins of temples of Jupiter,
Bacchus and Venus weigh over 100 tons and the wall
monoliths each weigh 300 tons. This causes great debate
between archeologists, scientists and historians as they
dont understand how the stones were moved, placed, and
where they could come from. There is also an assumption of
alien activity, where Baalbek was even considered a landing
pad for spaceships; but obviously none of these theories
were substantial enough for the scholar community. It is
believed that the Romans- who came to the area after the
foundations of the stones were set, that they did not move
any of the stones but built on top of them. The temples also
have columns which are much larger than they need to be.
The Temple of Jupiter is surrounded by 54 columns and is
almost 23 meters high, while the Temple of bacchus is
recognized globally for being so well preserved with the
astonishing carvings dating back to the Roman Empire.
Today the area is alive with music festivals and folklore
related gatherings, and is available for visiting. It will always
be regarded as an area where many have worshipped
different Gods at their alters.

Location: Baalbek, Lebanon
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Albert Einstein
WRITTEN BY LIDIA BULATOVA

Albert Einstein, was born on the 14th of March 1879,
was a famous physicist that developed the special and
general theories of relativity. He is generally
considered to be the most influential physicist of the
20th century.
Einstein was exceptionally good at mathematics and
physics, and with his achievements of high scores in
these subjects he was admitted to the Eidgenössische
Technische Hochschule (Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology), even though he was a school dropout
with no highschool diploma. After graduating,
Einstein’s “miracle year” arrived (1905), when he
published four papers in the Annalen der Physik, each
of which would alter the course of modern physics:
The first one explained how to measure the size of
molecules in a liquid, the second developed how to
determine their movement, and the third described
how light comes in packets called photons —
becoming the foundation of quantum physics and the
idea that eventually led him to win the Nobel Prize in
1921. The fourth paper introduced special relativity,
leading physicists to reconsider notions of space and
time that had sufficed beforehand. Few months later,
Einstein pointed out in a fifth paper that matter and
energy can be interchangeable at the atomic level,
specifically, E=mc2, the scientific basis of nuclear
energy and one of the most famous mathematical
equations in history.
Alongside the founder of quantum theory, Max Planck,
Einstein was invited to lecture at multiple international
meetings, therefore helping his rise in the academic
world. His 1905 papers, (though first ignored by the
physics community), now offered him a series of
positions at increasingly prestigious institutions.
Einstein’s Annalen der Physik was for sure ahead of its
time and helped the next generations of physicists to
uncover even more about the physics we know and
study today. “His name is synonymous with science,”
said Brian Schwartz, a physicist at the City University
of New York Graduate Center. “If you ask kids to show
you what a scientist looks like, the first thing they’ll
draw is wild white hair.”
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Recommendations
of the Month
COMPILED BY: SOFIA BRUNAMONTI BINELLO,
VALERIA FASSONE AND ELIZAVETA
KATIUSHINA

BOOK: THE RADIANCE OF THE KING, CAMARA
LAYE
“Allegorical, Kafkaesque and African in a unique way; it is
a powerful and disturbing exploration of exile quest and
reconciliation with a power greater than logic or reason.” The New York Times
One of the strangest books you’ll ever read. It’ll leave
you feeling both confused and intrigued. The story is
set in colonial Africa and follows the journey of
Clarence, an English man who lost all he had by
gambling who is now trying to be taken into the service
of the ‘King of Kings’. In order to do so however, he has
to undertake a difficult journey. To guide him through
his journey ‘South’ he has the ‘Beggar’—a man who
knows all about the art of persuasion.
To quote the end of the synopsis “Clarence’s
bewildering journey is the occasion of a revelation, as
he discovers the image, both shameful and beautiful, of
his own humanity in the alien splendor of the king”. It is
a book with a lot to offer, it can be viewed through
many different lenses including that of the impact of
colonialism; a topic still relevant today.

SERIES: LOCKE AND KEY
"For a show that deals so intently with loss - of loved
ones, of innocence - Locke & Key is a surprisingly
rewarding endeavor."
Based on the comics by Joe Hill and Gabriel
Rodriguez, three siblings move into a house after
their father gets murdered in which reality bends
according to different keys.
Genre: Action & Adventure
Network: Netflix
Premiere Date: Feb 7, 2020
Creator(s): Joe Hill
Cast: Jackson Robert Scott, Connor Jessup, Sherri
Saum...

FILM: THE MAZE RUNNER
“One of Hollywood's better young adult adaptations” - New
York Times
The movie begins when the main character, Thomas,
wakes up in a moving box, unable to remember anything
about his past life but his name. He then finds himself
trapped in a maze with a few dozen boys no older than
18, unable to find a way to escape. Everything changes
once a girl joins the pack for the first time. There is fast
action, meaning that it keeps the viewer entertained as
things keep happening. I personally didn’t get bored at all
while watching it, which is a great factor, as it’s hard for
me personally to find good movies which I’ll finish. The
actors portrayed the reasoning behind the actions of
their characters effectively, and I was able to connect and
emphasize with them.
Cast: Dylan O’Brien, Thomas Brodie-Sangster, Kaya
Scolderario and Ki Hong Lee
Release: September 18, 2015
Director: Wes Ball
Genre: Science fiction, Action
Producers: Ellen Goldsmith-Vein, Lee Stollman, Wyck
Godfrey and Marty Bowen
Rating: PG13
Run time: 1 h 53 mins
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